For every compact subset C of R and every p in (1, co) there exists a bounded linear operator acting in a suitable closed subspace of Lp(0, 1) whose spectrum and point spectrum coincide with each other and with C.
The purpose of this note is to exhibit certain separable Banach spaces (including Hilbert space) that admit bounded linear operators with the property that their spectra a are pure point spectra with a any prescribed compact subset of the reals R.
Consider £"(0, 1)=L" with \<p<oo.
Let (Mf)(x) = xf(x) and (Jf)(x) = So f(y)dy forfeL,.
Theorem. Let C be a compact subset of R. Then for every p satisfying l</?<co there exists a bounded linear operator S acting in a closed subspace JT of Lp(0, 1) whose spectrum coincides with its point spectrum and equals C. The operator S may be chosen to be of the form xTx+ß with a>0 and ß in R where Fx is the restriction of T=M-J on Lv to a suitable closed invariant subspace C/Cof T.
Proof.
It suffices to show that if C<= [0, 1), then there is an operator Tx as described in the theorem with spectrum Tx=point spectrum Tx=C. Let Jf be the closed subspace of Lp spanned by ^>c-{<px; XeC} where T(px=Xq>x and cpx is the characteristic function of [X, 1] . Clearly Jf is invariant under F; call Tx its restriction to Jt'. The inclusion C<= point spectrum Tx being immediate, we shall show that spectrum TX^C or rather complement C<= resolvent set of Tx, which proves the theorem.
where Mnf=gf shows that £0e resolvent set of F, so (T-£0)_1 is a bounded operator on L". Let Jf0 be the set of all finite linear combinations of the q>xe<&c. We have (T-Q~lJf^ Jf0 since where cpj=cpx. Consider now k-lim kneJ^~ with kneJ#~0. We have (F-^)-1/:=(F-Ç0)-1limA:"=lim(F-^0)-1Â:nGjr so that (F-^Jfc Jf. It is now an easy matter to check that the restriction of (F-£0)_1 to Jf is an inverse of Tx-Co so that £0g resolvent set of Tx.
If i0$C but l,0e[0, 1 ] we can still show that (Tx-£o)_1 exists as a bounded linear operator of JT into itself so that in this case too we have £0g resolvent set of Tx. We first observe that if / is an interval in the complement of C in [ A -4o
we have (F-C0)~1^roc: ^o ar>d we conclude as before that C0^ spectrum Tx. This concludes the proof of the theorem.
